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Figure 1. A) Data is extracted from a pie chart, B) converted into bars, and C) transformed into D) a log-scale bar-chart (see Motivating Scenario).

ABSTRACT
We present the design and implementation of iVoLVER, a tool that allows users to create visualizations without textual programming. iVoLVER is designed to enable flexible acquisition of many types of data (text, colors, shapes, quantities, dates) from multiple source types (bitmap charts, webpages, photographs, SVGs, CSV files) and, within the same canvas, supports transformation of that data through simple widgets to construct interactive animated visuals. Aside from the tool, which is web-based and designed for pen and touch, we contribute the design of the interactive visual language and widgets for extraction, transformation, and representation of data. We demonstrate the flexibility and expressive power of the tool through a set of scenarios, and discuss some of the challenges encountered and how the tool fits within the current infovis tool landscape.
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INTRODUCTION
Information Visualization is often motivated as a way to leverage the innate human visual processing capacity for the analysis of data [51]. Creating visualizations can enhance the ability of users to explore, understand, and communicate data, as evidenced by the large number of projects and effort invested in visualization programming languages and APIs (e.g., [5, 20, 35]), tools (e.g., MS Excel, Tableau, ManyEyes [50]), and research prototypes (e.g., [12, 46]). However, many of the existing tools and systems assume that the data is available in a digital structured format, that the user can access the software when it is needed with the appropriate input and output devices (e.g., keyboard for textual programming), or that the user has programming and debugging expertise. These assumptions make it harder for non-programmers to take advantage of infovis in certain situations where textual programming is not possible or when the data is not in the right format.

We present iVoLVER (Interactive Visual Language for Visualization Extraction and Reconstruction), a prototype tool designed to address the issues mentioned above. The tool aims to enable users to capture data from a range of sources and use these data to build visualizations that fit the users’ own needs. For this purpose iVoLVER provides a novel set of data extraction functions and widgets that enable one to pull data from bitmaps (with computer vision), SVGs, photographs, text and web pages. The data extracted can then be manipulated and combined through a touch-based web canvas that offers visually explicit representations of the data transformations.

This paper describes the following contributions:

• The design of a novel tool and visual language to create alternative visualizations from varied data source types.

• The design and implementation of a set of novel widgets that extract data from varied data sources.

• A discussion of scenarios that demonstrate how this approach can be used in a range of situations.

• A description of the challenges identified that can shed light on the design and implementation of future tools.
In the next sections, we first provide a motivating scenario for the use of our tool. This is followed by a review of relevant work. Then, we describe the design principles and process and show iVoLVER’s main interface. Several scenarios of use are then demonstrated. We finish with a discussion of the challenges, opportunities and lessons learnt for future tools in this area of the design space.

**MOTIVATING SCENARIO**

Jacey is a professor at the fictional University of Lannisport, working with her student, Manu, on a paper on world food production. When Manu brings her the latest version of their paper, Prof. Jacey is dismayed at seeing a pie-chart (see Figure 1.A), which she has learned is a poor way to represent data due to humans’ inability to judge angles [10, 19]. Instead of tearing the paper apart and sending Manu back to his desk to send her the data or re-do the image, she decides to take a more didactic approach. Prof. Jacey captures the image from the paper with her tablet’s camera and extracts each of the pie sector areas, plugging them into the length of bars (B). This only took a few seconds, but it is enough to convince Manu that the barchart would be a better representation. Manu then suggests that, as he has read recently in a statistical paper, perhaps a logarithmic transformation of the data would provide a better view. Prof. Jacey is skeptical, but indulges Manu’s suggestion and applies a logarithmic function (C), plugging the transformed results into bars again (D). Very quickly they both agree that the logarithm was not useful.

**RELATED WORK**

The most powerful and flexible way to create visualizations is by programming them using either general graphical API’s (such as OpenGL) or, more effectively, by using specialized visualization languages and APIs such as D3 [5], Processing [35], the Prefuse API [20] or APIs for deployment in specific types of environments (e.g., ubicomp environments [1]). However, textual programming demands a specific kind of environment (appropriate text input, large screens) and requires a significant time and effort to learn, which is why a large literature of work in visual programming and visualization tools exist. In the subsections below we summarize the legacy of visual programing and visualization tools that form the conceptual base of our system.

**Visual Programming Languages**

The idea that visual representations or diagrams—rather than text or lists of instructions—can facilitate the understanding and creation of programs or make them accessible to non-programmers is several decades old. Many successful projects and products rely on visual elements to represent program structures. A notable example is Scratch [37] (inspired by previous work by Seymour Papert [33]), which provides visual support for teaching and learning programming. Several surveys of the general area of visual programming languages exist [4, 21, 32].

Dataflow systems are a subset of visual programming languages where “boxes and arrows” represent data processes and flow respectively. A number of very successful tools are based on this approach such as LabView [47], MAX/MSPI, and Simulink.² This paradigm has also been used in research as a way to facilitate investigation and creation of performance-sensitive data processing algorithms [39].

More specific to visualization, GADGET/IV [15] and VANTISH [25] provide boxes and arrows programming interfaces as a means to generate visualizations in a separate visual space. A more recent example is the visual IVO editor [31] which makes visualization programming of image-space visualization operations for the GPU more accessible to non-programmers. iVoLVER takes a dataflow approach with an infinite canvas inspired by visual programming. However, it differs from most visual languages above in that the visual objects themselves are both controllers and representations of the data, with a focus on flexible input of data in multiple forms, and in that its web-based interface, which enables pen and touch, supports use with a wider set of devices.

**Visualization Tools**

There is a current boom of tools oriented to simplify the visualization creation process and to make it accessible to non-programmers [16, 45]. It is in this category that we find the work that is most related to iVoLVER.

The most popular tools for creating visualizations and charts are commercial products such as MS Excel or visual analysis tools such as Tableau.³ Additionally, online systems such as Many Eyes [50] and Gapminder⁴ provide web-based ways to create visualizations, but also share the visualizations and data through the web and support collaboration and comments. These tools facilitate the creation of visualizations without code, but tend to be more rigid and less expressive than programming languages. This is mostly due to the use of specific templates, which limit the choice of possible visualizations to a preloaded set and make the data representations somewhat monolithic. Additionally, the large number of features results in overloaded traditional-style interfaces with large amounts of hidden data and processing steps that might not be obvious to the user.

This approach has been recognized as limiting by a recent wave of research that has produced tools to address this rigidity in different ways. For example, Javed and Elmqvist address the issue that current tools do not provide an adequate representation of the analysis process and built an infinite canvas with exploration plates which can be interconnected and annotated in a pen-based environment [24]. Some of the philosophy in this system can be traced to previous work in the DataMeadow system [12], which also uses an infinite canvas but for the analysis of large-scale multivariate data. Lyra [41], iVisDesigner [36], and Bret Victor’s Drawing Dynamic Visualizations tool (demonstrated in his presentation [49]) all enable the construction of flexible custom visualizations. iVoLVER shares multiple elements (e.g., infinite canvas, direct manipulation) with these tools because it also aims at flexibility, but it differs from these in: a) its focus on integrating the acquisition of many forms of information, b)³ http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/index-b.html ⁴http://www.gapminder.org
its aim to preserve a visual record of the process as in [24], and c) its touch and pen-friendly interface.

SketchStory [26], SketchVis [7], and napkinVis [8], are a set of tools designed to support sketching of visualizations in a natural, casual and occasionally social way. As with iVoLVER, a flexible input and versatile visual interface are a main focus of these tools, more so than in Lyra and iVis-Designer. However, iVoLVER provides more computational support and operations (further flexibility), a wider variety of data sources, and a more widget-oriented approach that is not based on digital ink and does not rely on ink recognition.

Our explicit representation of data processing is inspired by Lark [46], a research prototype that provides an explicit visual representation of the visualization pipeline as interface elements in a tree. This approach is also present in the earlier DataMeadow [12] and in ExPlates [24]. iVoLVER applies this approach but at a lower level of abstraction (data point and mark instead of data tables) and is more expressive.

Finally, the interface of iVoLVER inherits interaction styles from Pad++ [2] (zooming and panning [11]), and its main interaction paradigm (touch on small objects in a large canvas) relates to several other novel interfaces for music visualization, scatterplots and networks [29, 40, 43].

Data Extraction, Transformation, and Collection

Data might exist in forms that are not easily processed by existing tools. Several research and production systems address this problem. ReVision [42] applies computer vision to recognize the type of chart, extracts marks and encodings from raster images, and allows the viewer to remap the data to different visual variables. ReVision builds upon existing work that uses computer vision approaches to extract data from existing graphics, mostly for the purpose of making the quantitative information of existing documents available as searchable semantic data [22, 28]. Harper and Agrawala also provide a toolset that enables remapping of visual variables in existing D3 visualizations [18] to generate alternative graphics. Additionally tools such as Data Thief [48] and WebPlotDigitizer [38] enable the extraction of data from digital charts.

iVoLVER shares with these systems the goal of allowing the viewer to extract and, in some cases, modify and restyle visualizations; however, these systems are not generally designed to derive new data, to combine data from multiple visualizations, or to process the data. Also, in our system the problem of computer vision and data mark extraction is limited to simple data extraction algorithms by allowing the viewer to drive the process via simple gestures or interactions. In other words, it is the viewer who decides what is a mark or an encoding and how to extract the visual variables from an existing graphic, which significantly simplifies its implementation. In this sense our work is closer to the concept of Transmogrification [6], proposed by Brosz et al., where gestures on existing bitmap graphics let the viewer transform the geometry of existing raster images such as a rose chart into a barchart. iVoLVER can perform many of these reconstructions, but differs from Transmogrification in that, once the data is extracted from the raster image, it allows calculations and mappings that are not strictly geometrical or pixel-based.

In terms of its ability to collect and combine data from different sources and formats, iVoLVER relates to the Sand-Box [52], where pieces of evidence are manipulated in the context of hypotheses analysis, and to the IdeaMâché curation system [27], which is specifically oriented to support ideation processes, not quantitative data representation.

DESIGN GOALS AND PRINCIPLES

The previous section summarizes a long history of tools to create visualizations, some notable examples of tools to transform and adapt existing visualizations, and multiple examples of diagram-based visual languages as a paradigm to specify visualizations. iVoLVER aims to build upon this work but addresses a different set of goals. Specifically, we set out to support the following:

G1: visualization of data that is not necessarily in digital or structured formats,

G2: flexible exploration of alternative representations, and

G3: use by non-programmers.

Although simplicity of use and an easy to learn interface and language are generally desirable, these were not the main focus of our design. We also did not focus on designing a tool that is readily usable by novices or without instruction (see also the Discussion section).

Naturally, the design space of such tools is large. We describe the initial positioning of iVoLVER’s design in terms of three dimensions: atomic-abstract, programmable-configurable, and integrated-specialized.

Atomic vs. abstract—Inspired by the vision of constructive visualization [23] (based on constructivist theoretical foundations [34, 33]), we aimed at providing concrete interactive visual representations of the smallest atomic elements of data and visualization. Our assumption was that a bottom-up approach would fit well with foundational approaches to visualization (Bertin [3] and Cleveland and McGill [9] decomposed data representation into atomic building blocks such as marks and elementary graphic encodings), and support flexibility (G2). This distinguishes iVoLVER from other tools that hide operations and data under layers of abstraction through more complex widgets (e.g., Lark’s coordination points [46] or ExPlates [24]).

Programmable vs. configurable—To achieve flexibility (G2), we also decided to avoid an approach based on templates (e.g., Gapminder [13], Many Eyes [50]), where textboxes, drop-down menus and other GUI elements determine how the visual representations behave (here we call these configurable templates). An alternative that avoids textual programming (G3) is based on visual languages. The key is to allow any number of elements to be created and to enable their inputs and outputs to be connected in flexible ways. This approach has been successfully applied before to infovis [12, 25].

Integrated vs. specialized—We aimed at creating a general tool that could integrate data from multiple sources and domains. The tool could support a range of scenarios such
as journalists verifying data from multiple sources or scientists creating alternative visualizations from published graphs (e.g., for discussion). Although it might be possible to take advantage of specialization for specific scenarios or build multiple tools that address specific needs (e.g., data extraction separate from data manipulation and representation) we believe that there is benefit in supporting all these activities within the same tool. This enables workflows that quickly alternate between these activities.

Based on these goals and starting points, we chose to prioritize the following principles when designing the tool. The iVoLVER UI and visual language should, when possible:

**DP1—Provide access to data from multiple sources and in multiple forms:** flexibility and convenience in data input will make the tool more useful when the data do not exist as a structured file format with variables and associated values, or are not explicitly available to the user (G1).

**DP2—Enhance Atomicity:** make the core conceptual elements directly accessible to enable construction of complex and flexible representations (G2).

**DP3—Visual explicitness:** make the interface elements and the process as explicit as possible (G3).

**DP4—Avoid textual programming:** avoid when possible the more complex elements of textual coding (e.g., syntax) (G3).

**DP5—Avoid menus and hidden operations:** as in DP4, non-transparent computation and hidden menus might constrain tool use (G3).

**DP6—Enable interaction through different input modalities:** A PC with a mouse and a keyboard should not be the only gateway to visual data analysis (G1, G3).

**DESIGN PROCESS**
The design process was iterative and user-driven. We alternated design and implementation phases by the authors; demonstration and interview with an expert (a researcher in globalization and education who needed to make compelling demonstrations of her non-standard map-based data to politicians) and; a formal empirical test. Demonstrations and interview with the researcher took place twice, once at the beginning and once at the midpoint of the design process. These helped to determine and prioritize features to implement. We added several features as a consequence, including the ability to import structured files, locators, and the measurement of linear lengths from free-form marks. We run the empirical test before the final iteration, which resulted in changes of the organization and icons of the menus and the copying, aligning, and link hiding features. We describe the formal test in the auxiliary materials.

**THE IVOLVER VISUAL LANGUAGE**
Here we describe the iVoLVER tool as well as the basic elements of the visual language. References to the design principles (e.g., DP1) indicate the design motivation. See the ‘Components’ video included in the auxiliary materials for more detail.

**Canvas and System-Wide Features**
The main space of the application is a web-based infinite zoomable canvas or sandbox where all objects are dropped and can be relocated at will by dragging (DP2, 3, 5, 6). Most widgets have two states: compressed and expanded. Compressed is their natural state for display, whereas the expanded mode exposes their visual properties and allows connection to other objects.

A top toolbar (Figure 3.A) enables essential operations (load, save, align, compress, hide, duplicate, and delete objects), and data importing functions: loading bitmap and vector graphics, structured data files; taking camera pictures; and opening web pages (DP1).

The right-side palette (Figure 3.B) is separated by categories and contains all the types of objects that can be composed in the canvas. The shape of the buttons encode whether these are draggable (circles) or involve switching to a mode (squares).

We designed the palette and toolbar to show all available functionality at a glance. Although these might appear complex (58 icons), and many icons need to be learned, they also make every operation and widget visually explicit (DP3). This design avoids the multi-step interactions required in menus (DP5—particularly important for touch interfaces), and the discoverability problems of gestures.

**Extractors**
These components extract data from different data sources (DP1) and make them available to other components in the canvas.

**Color region extractors** (Figure 3.D) can extract size, color and shape from uniformly colored areas within raster images (e.g., a sector of a pie chart, the map area of a country). Double tapping on an area of a bitmap image uses a flood fill Computer Vision (CV) algorithm and creates an extractor object from where to drag the values (Figure 2.A). A similar process enables extraction from vector formats (without requiring CV). To facilitate extraction of multiple regions, a trace gesture creates multiple extractors for all objects in the trace (Figure 2.B). A squiggle over several areas with different colors creates a single extractor for all areas (Figure 2.C). If the source material is not good enough for CV (e.g., low-contrast photo), users can still trace areas with a pen or a finger over the picture or map and use their information in the same way.

**Line samplers** are created by tracing a freehand line on top of an image. The sampler extracts colors of the image below (Figure 3.E) at adjustable intervals (Figure 3.F) and outputs them as color collection. Line samplers can also output the length of their trace. There is a straight line version as well.

**Text recognizers** appear as scalable and rotatable rectangular shapes that recognise textual information underneath the area that they cover (Figure 3.G). Expanding a text extractor exposes the recognised text, which can be interpreted as a string, a number, or a date with a time stamp (Figure 3.H).

**Structured data file extractors** are the canvas embodiment of structured data files (in CSV or JSON format), which take the form of a named collection of collections (Figure 3.I).

**Web page extraction** enables web pages to be opened in a floating window on top of the canvas. Dragging elements
Values, Types and Data Flow
iVoLVER supports six different data types: numbers, strings, colors, date and time stamps, durations, and shapes, which are all represented as atomic objects in the canvas (DP2, DP3). Values appear as colored circles with a symbol inside; color and symbol identify the type of the value (Figure 3.J). They are sized slightly larger than a fingertip to enable touch manipulation (DP6). Values can be dragged out of a value holder element (e.g., a property of an extractor) into a blank section of the canvas or from the palette. Expanding a number value (with a double click or double tap) enables direct editing, scaling its output in orders of magnitude (for numbers), and assigning a unit label (Figure 3.K). Strings, colors, date and time stamps, and durations similarly support manual assignment of the value.

Reading and writing operations to and from a specific iVoLVER value or a value holder element are displayed via visual connections. The connectors are dashed lines with directional arrows that indicate flow direction (i.e., which value is the origin and which is the destination, reading and writing, etc.—see Figure 3.M, DP3, DP4). All links except the active one can be made invisible through a toolbar button. This is convenient when the canvas becomes cluttered.

To enable interactivity and as an alternative to having to edit a value manually to explore a particular range, iVoLVER has a slider (Figure 3.L) which outputs a value in real time depending on the interactive position of the handle. The range of values can be established interactively or from another object. Sliders also have a ‘play’ button that cycles through the range of values in a loop, producing animations.

Collections
Values can be grouped into collections. When compressed, collections appear as a toast shape with a symbol that represent the type of objects held (Figure 3.N). Collections are always homogeneous. When expanded, each value in the collection can be accessed individually (Figure 3.O). Collections are created by dragging the collection icon from the palette, and are typeless until the first value is dragged into it. Collections are built by adding iVoLVER values one by one or generated from other objects, including a sequence generator that produces a collection of numbers between two values with a configurable step increment (Figure 3.P).

Operators
Values of most types can be combined through the four basic arithmetic operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, which are represented as circles with the operator’s symbol in them (Figure 3.Q). Operators are sensitive to the type of value of its inputs and produce a corresponding output; for example, subtraction of two numbers produces a number, but subtraction of two time stamps produces a duration.

Marks
Visual marks in iVoLVER are represented through their own visual elements (DP2, DP3). There are seven types of marks: squares, rectangles, circles, ellipses, paths, filled marks, and SVGs (Figure 3.R). Marks are created from the palette except for paths and filled marks that can also be drawn on the canvas. SVG marks require the selection of an existing file.

The visual appearance of a mark is controlled by several properties (visual variables) that can be interactively adjusted or receive input from other objects. All marks can take text (a label), color, and a geometrical shape (which will convert them into a different kind of mark); most marks take some kind of geometrical dimension (width, height, radius, angle or a combination of these). Paths and filled paths also take lists of point coordinates to define their shape. Note that all these properties can be read or written; For example, one can give a mark the color from another mark, or read the collection of coordinates that makes up a path mark.

Relations: Functions and Mappers
A critical element of using data flexibly (G2) is the ability to transform it. iVoLVER provides two mechanisms to transform data: functions and mappers. These define a relation between a collection of inputs and a collection of outputs.

Functions correspond to the mathematical concept of real number univariate functions: a mapping between subsets of the domain of real numbers where each value in the input is related to exactly one value of the output. The function widget is one of the most important widgets in iVoLVER since it indirectly supports DP1 and provides a visually explicit representation of data transformation (DP3) without the need to code (DP4). There are three main ways to create a function: one can drag a predefined function from the palette (e.g., logarithmic, square, sin), draw the desired shape directly on the canvas, or create a correspondence between x and y values from elsewhere in the system.

The function visual widget is designed to resemble how functions are depicted in mathematical education (Figure 3.S): there is a vertical Y axis that represents the output and an X axis that represents the input. Four numeric values (minX, maxX, minY, maxY—visible as blue circles) control the input and output range. A line between the orthogonal axes represents the shape of the function. Input and output ports, which also serve as interactive handles, move along the input and output axes, respectively, to graphically represent the
Figure 3. iVoLVER components. See the iVoLVER Visual Language section for labeled descriptions.

transformation. The ports are connected through perpendicular lines to a small yellow circle that moves along the function line. Each of the axes have two collection elements that provide access to the coordinates that define the function.

Functions are used by connecting any numeric value from the canvas into the input port, which will result in the input port moving to the corresponding position in the X axis and the output port to the corresponding output position. Dragging from the output port will make the transformed value available elsewhere in the canvas. Dragging the input port manually will also produce the same effect interactively. Dragging a collection of numeric values into the input port will generate a collection of transformed values in the output.

Mappers allow the specification of relations between values of different types (e.g., numbers, colors, and dates), as opposed to functions which only work with numbers. They are a key element to support the use of data from different sources (G1, DP1) because data is often represented in different ways in the real world. For example, many topographic maps use color to represent height.

The mapper takes the shape of two vertical columns (collections) of values where the left column represents the input domain, and the right one the output domain (Figure 3.T). An input port to the left of the input collection (Figure 3.U) can receive an input of the same type as the input domain, or simply be slid up and down. The output port to the right (Figure 3.V) will output a value within the output domain that corresponds to the vertical alignment of the specific input.

The vertical alignment of input and output elements determines how the input and output domains are related. For example, if an input numeric value of 8 is aligned horizontally with a color value red, any inputs of value 8 fed to the mapper will be output as red colors. In between elements the mapper creates linear interpolations. Elements in the input and output domains can also be adjusted by dragging them (Figure 3.W). Finally, feeding a collection of values (rather than a single value) to the input port will result in a collection of outputs.

Locators
The locator is an object that controls the position of marks, which is one of the most important visual variables. When expanded it resembles a set of coordinate axes with handles.
similar to functions (Figure 3.X). In its compressed form it is just a small circle (Figure 3.Y).

Dragging from the core circle of the locator to a mark gives control of the mark’s position to the locator. The mark’s X and Y position within the Cartesian space defined by the locator provide a point of entry for values from other objects. The locator also provides an anchor to move multiple objects at the same time—once linked to a locator, they keep the spatial relationship to it.

**Interactivity and Interaction**
iV oLVER supports multi-touch, pen-based and mouse input, consistent with DP6. During the design we considered taking advantage of the different input modalities by changing the input behavior depending on the type of input (e.g., enabling the creation of connections by simultaneously touching start and end ports), and even taking advantage of pen and touch interactions (as in [14]). Although this could deliver optimized interactions and a better use of the input bandwidth of specific devices, we decided against it to support the use the tool in a consistent fashion across a range of devices. We therefore designed interactions that are both consistent and feasible across the three input modalities (e.g., drag, tap/click) with occasional specific adaptations (e.g., buttons to zoom in and out when using pen or mouse input, enforcing a minimum size of objects for touch).

The web interface runs well on mobile devices such as iPads and large phones, also supporting DP6. The gesture design is consistent across widgets: double tap (or click) expands and contracts, drag moves an object or pans the canvas, dwell and drag pulls a data connection to another object. Multi-touch pinching and rotation (with two fingers) change the zoom level in the canvas or scale and translate when on top of images.

The design of many widgets also introduces interactivity at all levels. For example, users can manipulate input ports in functions and mappers in real time, as if they were handles. Interactive sliders also enable interactive visualizations and animations.

**IMPLEMENTATION**
Since text recognition and computer vision are not yet well supported in browser-based frameworks, iV oLVER’s current implementation offloads these tasks to a server program specialized in image processing routines. Thus, the system works under a client-server scheme. The client is implemented as a dynamic web page mostly written in JavaScript. The main area of the screen (i.e., the system’s sandbox) is implemented on top of a HTML5 canvas element, where most of the rendering process takes place. Fabric.js\(^5\) is used to handle the 2D graphical context of this element while seeking to exploit the processing capabilities of the GPU at the client side. iV oLVER also takes advantage of regular DOM elements to implement objects such as the panels used to manually modify values (e.g., to configure numbers’ magnitudes). The tooltipster\(^6\) jQuery plugin is used for this purpose. When running on multi-touch displays, the user input is handled through the Hammer.js\(^7\) library in combination with the built-in touch capabilities of Fabric.js. Other libraries used in the client side of the system are: Simplify.js\(^8\) for polyline simplification support, the JSTS Topology Suite\(^9\) for the application of spatial predicates and geometry processing, and the moment.js\(^10\) library for date parsing and manipulation.

On the server side, a computer vision system written in Java executes several image processing routines as they are requested by the iV oLVER’s web client. Among other tasks, the server component is responsible for 1) computing color-based connected components in images through the application of a flood fill algorithm, 2) finding contours in binary and gray-scale images, 3) applying graphical morphological operators (such as erosion and dilation), 4) performing per-pixel operations (e.g., to extract color samples), and 5) recognizing text. These tasks are implemented with the OpenCV library.\(^11\) The text detection and recognition routines are built upon the Tesseract4Java library.\(^12\) The communication between the client and the server is implemented through Java servlets.

Although eventually it will be possible to carry out the server-side operations in the browser, there are several advantages in offloading them to an internal or external component: a) computation is offloaded as well, which can benefit the use of the application in devices with low computational power such as phones and tablets; b) with the appropriate definition of a communication interface, offloading results in a separation of concerns and improves maintainability; c) it can spur the usage of computer vision computations as a service from different provider frameworks or libraries, which could compete and therefore improve on the basic algorithms.

iV oLVER’s current implementation is only tested on Google Chrome, which is available for most major operating systems. iV oLVER is accessible through [http://iVoLVER.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk](http://iVoLVER.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk).

**SCENARIOS**
We present four scenarios that show how iV oLVER could be used to support infovis in new situations. Live videos of the scenarios are available in the Video Figure.

**Verifying Infographics (and Correcting Them)**
Figure 4.A illustrates how iV oLVER can be used to verify (and correct) mistakes (or manipulations) in existing infographics. We use the example of a TV line chart shown in the National Spanish Television in January 2015 [30]. The graphic showed a line representation of unemployment that is incongruous with the numbers displayed and with a non-zero baseline. This representation exaggerates and misrepresents unemployment decrease in the last two years, which led to many critics of the former government to claim bias through social networks.

\(^5\) [http://www.fabricjs.com](http://www.fabricjs.com)  
\(^6\) [http://iamcege.github.io/tooltipster](http://iamcege.github.io/tooltipster)  
\(^7\) [http://hammerjs.github.io](http://hammerjs.github.io)  
\(^8\) [http://mourner.github.io/simplify-js](http://mourner.github.io/simplify-js)  
\(^9\) [https://github.com/bjornharrstei/jsts](https://github.com/bjornharrstei/jsts)  
\(^10\) [http://momentjs.com](http://momentjs.com)  
\(^11\) [http://opencv.org](http://opencv.org)  
\(^12\) [https://github.com/tesseract4java](https://github.com/tesseract4java)
With iVoLVER we trace the function over the displayed line and adjust the range to correspond to the numbers shown in the chart. A quick manipulation of the input of the function can help us see that the numbers provided are inconsistent with the shape of the chart (by hundreds of thousands of people). We can then generate an alternative representation with four rectangular marks that correspond to the numbers provided, this time with a zero-based vertical axis and the right dimensions. It looks dramatically different.
This scenario shows how non-programmers trained in the use of iVoLVER (perhaps even when in front of the TV, with a tablet) could analyze graphics and generate alternative representations that are more understandable to them or less biased. Simultaneously, journalists can use the same procedure to verify their sources and to double check that the graphics that they produce are correct and fair.

Climbing Everest
This scenario, depicted in Figure 4.B, involves the creation of route altitude profiles from raster image data. Two raster images are imported. One contains a depiction of the North Col-North Ridge and the South Col routes to reach the summit of Mount Everest; the other is a topographic map of the area. We then use the freehand sampler tool to create two samplers that correspond to each of the routes. These traces can be created directly in the second figure, or created in the first figure and then moved onto the second (the second option works in this case because both representations coincide spatially, but it might not be the case in other scenarios).

To create a mapping between color and altitudes we extract the colors and the altitude figures from the legend. This mapper can now translate any color or series of colors into a numerical altitude. We feed the altitudes from the route samplers into the mapper and use the output to display the ascension as an interactive function. The width of the function widgets are adjusted to scale by extracting the route length from the trace. The result is a set of two comparable profiles.

This scenario exemplifies the creation of a sophisticated visualization optimized for a particular purpose, from data which is spatial and not trivial to extract. Besides the expressiveness of the visual language, this visualization also highlights the embedded interactivity: one can interactively query the profiles, adjust routes or create new ones, adjust the sampling, and any of the extracted or manipulated data can be further fed into new processing or visuals.

Personal Visualization of a Trip
Camilla, which we assume has already learned the iVoLVER tool, just flew from Brest (France) to Perugia (Italy) to visit her family. She decides to visualize the trip in a fun way to her relatives. She uses any map of the area as a base and pulls the temporal data (flight departures and arrivals) straight from her webmail inside the tool (Figure 4.C). She does not need the system to have any geographical knowledge because she can easily select the trajectory. Mappers can transform dates into points of the map, interpolating the points in between. A date slider feeds the mappers to generate coordinates which, in turn, control the position of an SVG mark on the canvas through a locator. The resulting animation is proportional to the actual time scale of the trip. Finally, she can annotate the trip with her tweets because these are also time-indexed.

The scenario demonstrates pulling data from different sources to construct something new and fairly sophisticated in behavior without the need of any textual programming. The result is fun and animated. It is easy to imagine how this extends to more serious needs such as animal trajectory visualizations that help detect when two individuals are in close temporal and spatial proximity.

Oil Production and Consumption
This scenario displays the multiple flexible data importing mechanisms of iVoLVER and demonstrates how the different collected data can be combined to build a relatively standard chart of multivariate data (Figure 4.D).

We use oil production in the top four producing countries as example motivation. We first use the photograph feature of the tool to import a map that was on a poster. Color extractors pull approximate country areas from the map (with squiggles). Extractors on an SVG bring in the main production data and the labels. The consumption data comes from a table in the web. We use a locator to map the X coordinate to country area, the Y coordinate to oil production, and a number-to-color mapper translates oil consumption into color.

The scenario showcases how the tool can support a workflow where importing and capturing data can be better integrated and interleaved with the design of representations. Additionally, the resulting visualization is also a visual record of the representation choices and the data sources which can be useful in explaining the chart itself.

DISCUSSION
iVoLVER is a novel infovis creation system distinguished by the combination of three main features: it provides user-driven data extraction from non-structured data sources such as photographs, raster graphics, vector graphics, web pages and text; it does not require textual programming; and it enables analysis away from the mouse and keyboard through a touch, pen or mouse-based interface. These combined elements aim to enable the use of infovis in an extended range of possible situations, a small sample of which is demonstrated through the scenarios from the previous section.

As a point exploration of a large design space, building iVoLVER has also made apparent the impact of our early design choices. In the following subsections we identify the challenges that we found during the design process and reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of our approach. It is important to note, however, that much of what is discussed below poses new questions rather than providing clear answers, and that these questions should be addressed through further analytical and empirical study.

Power and Simplicity
The radical atomic approach that we adopted (we represent very low-level data such as single numeric values—the atoms—through separate interactive visual elements) aimed at producing a flexible interface where a few types of building blocks could be combined with each other in a multiplicity of ways. We believe that this indeed resulted in a powerful and flexible interface, especially when combined with the infinite canvas approach. However, the power-simplicity tradeoff is not really circumvented and complexity creeps up in several ways. For example, we found that the number of basic element types that we had to include in the design to make the system useful is not small.

The atomic approach also means that, even for moderately simple visualizations, it may be necessary to create and interconnect a substantial number of elements. Sophisticated
emergent functionality and visualizations are possible, but the time and number of interactions required to put those together increases with their complexity and could threaten the utility of the tool in many situations that rely on quick, sketch-like creation of visualizations (e.g., the motivating scenario). Clutter can also result from this, which we addressed partially through functions that compress all objects and hide all links.

A related problem is caused by visualizations of larger datasets, which could be tedious to create. iVoLVER does not scale well with the size of the data because it does not easily allow abstraction (e.g., generalization of the operation on a concrete element to a group or to a group of groups), as enforced by our visual explicitness (DP3) and avoidance of hidden processes (DP5) principles. Complexity and scalability have been identified as fundamental challenges in other diagrammatic visual tools (e.g., by Javed and Elmqvist [24]). These challenges could be addressed in future designs by introducing abstraction in ways that do not obscure or hide the operations taking place.

Learnability
Although visual explicitness (DP3), avoiding hidden processes (DP5) and, more generally, avoiding abstraction might be ways to make interfaces easier to learn, iVoLVER is far from being suitable for novices and is definitely not walk-up-and-use. Maximizing learnability was not part of the original focus of iVoLVER’s design but it is an aspect of visual languages worth discussing. The learnability challenges from iVoLVER stem, at least partially, from the complexities described in the previous subsection; namely, the multiple types of marks, data types, operations, functions and settings of the interface must all be learned, and this might result in a steep learning curve. It is also important to note that a visual syntax such iVoLVER’s is still a syntax. The semantic challenges of specification faced by textual programmers might be equivalent or even exacerbated by the visual nature of the language.

The question of what kind of approaches in the atomic-abstract and programmable-configurable continua work best for novices is important but outside of the scope of this paper.

Teaching and Collaborating
We have noticed that the current design has some possible advantages which we had not anticipated or aimed at. Specifically, the effort to atomize (DP2) and make everything visible on the canvas (DP3) could prove useful for collaboration. Most actions in iVoLVER leave visual traces and the permanent feedthrough produced can help maintain other’s awareness [17] and facilitate communication [44]. For example, a circle connected with arrows in the canvas is harder to miss and easier to interpret than some actions in menus and dialogues that disappear immediately (DP5). For the same reason, iVoLVER might be useful for teaching visualization and visual representation.

Integration and Interactivity
We realized early on that a tool that just enables extraction would be severely limited. We believe that the main value of iVoLVER comes from being able to extract data flexibly while being able to transform, combine, and represent this data immediately and swap seamlessly between all these activities. All the activities take place through the same canvas, which reduces the need to compartmentalize the screen real estate or provide multiple screens or pages, although it might result in a significant amount of panning and zooming.

The integration of interactive control of data, representation and parameters within the canvas itself as interactive sliders, movable buttons and direct tracing of functions was motivated by DP5. The resulting interface is interesting in that the data and its manipulation are integrated within the same space and linked visually.

Limitations and Technical Constraints
iVoLVER does not provide universal coverage of all possible infovis tasks or representations. Specifically, it does not provide features for set-level data interaction (e.g., selection, navigation, annotation) and is not as expressive as textual visualization programming languages or other recent tools such as Lyra [41]. For example, there is no simple way to produce force-directed layouts, trees, and two- and three-dimensional scalar fields. These could be implemented in the future through additional language elements. Extraction and text recognition features are also limited by the graphic analysis algorithms. Users have no control of the parameters used in the image processing routines. This simplifies the extraction process and avoids complex configuration, but might also impact user experience if unexpected results arise.

CONCLUSION
We introduce iVoLVER, a web-based visualization system that supports interactive construction of interactive visualizations. iVoLVER makes the data processing steps—and the intermediate transformations performed on it—visually explicit. This is achieved by the implementation of a visual language that provides graphical components aimed to support the extraction, manipulation and processing of both structured and non-structured data. The combination of a flexible set of tools to extract data from many forms (raster images, pictures, SVG charts), a set of widgets to transform data, and a set of representation objects, aim to support visualization activity in a wider set of situations, such as when the data is not available in a convenient digital form or when the data comes from multiple sources. We illustrated the flexibility and expressiveness of the tool with a set of scenarios. Finally, we provide a discussion that highlights the challenges and lessons learnt from our design choices.
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